Affordable and dependable HD video transmission

The EnhancedIP (EIP) network eliminates expensive fiber network connections and delivers studio quality, HD video anywhere in the world. The EIP network is the only managed IP video transmission service with a cloud-based user interface that enables clients to easily book and manage transmission feeds and monitor them with real-time statistical data any time of day.

The EnhancedIP network simplifies video transmission and provides cost-effective, low-latency IP-based video transmission services for networks, corporate clients, and transmission partners.

FEATURES:
- H.264 compatible
- 99.99% uptime
- Web-based user interface and network management tools
- Web-based interface for immediate and scheduled live feeds bookings
- Real-time transmission feed monitoring
- Point to multi-point transmission
- End-to-end network latency under 300ms network traversal

BENEFITS:
- Lower cost business class internet connection
- Eliminate expensive fiber costs
- Transmission feeds booked on-the-fly
- Centralized operational and technical support
- Dependable, studio quality video transmission